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La Jolla Meetinghouse
7380 Eads Avenue
La Jolla, CA, 92037
Friday, March 2, 2012
At 7:15pm we gathered in Worship. Clerk, Marilee Eusebio (Davis), welcomed us to this
Representative Committee Meeting.
Roll Call was taken: [SEE ATTACHMENT 1]
Gathering game: Alyssa Nelson (Davis, and our Youth Program Coordinator) led us in
a game of connections called the Human Machine and another called Introduce Your
Neighbor. Both of these games are from the book Build It: A toolkit for Nurturing
Intergenerational Spiritual Community produced by FGC. The Youth Program
Committee has been distributing copies to all MMs and Worship Groups in Ca and NV.
Welcome from La Jolla Friends
Jack Leshefka (clerk of La Jolla MM) welcomed Representative Committee. He noted
the garden in the back and the xeriscaping in the front of the meetinghouse. The
meetinghouse has been here since 1952. There is a sound system in place to aid
Friends in hearing ministry during meeting. RepCom thanked La Jolla Meeting for their
warm hospitality.
Logistics/Paper Shuffling:
• The web site system for reports appears to be working well.
• Ed Flowers, Treasurer, gave information about reimbursement. Representatives
are reimbursed at $.25 per mile for travel to RepCom. Forms are available.
•
Marilee Eusebio, clerk, noted that there are 20 copies of PYM Faith and Practice
available for purchase for $6 each. Friends are encouraged to get copies for
their meetings, thus saving on shipping.
Nominating Committee: David Barrows, clerk, reported. For Registrar, the name of
Joyce Samati, Strawberry Creek, was read once at the 2011 Annual Session and has
now been seasoned.
Minute 2012.1: We approve as Registrar Joyce Samati, Strawberry Creek, for service
to begin immediately and end with the Annual Session 2013.
For Arrangement Clerk, Nominating Committee presented for seasoning the name of
Jim Avera, Redwood Forrest, for a term ending with the Annual Session 2013. This
name will be presented a second time during this session for final action.
The Nominating Committee is asking that Yearly Meeting examine and develop an
explicit process for selection and approval of a contracted registration service. The
Clerk suggested that we form an ad hoc committee to develop a process. This
committee would consist of the current registrar, the Treasurer and the clerk or a
designee of Finance, Nominating and M&O committees. (The service is already taken
care of for the 2012 Annual Session.)
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Minute 2012.2: An ad hoc committee is established to develop an explicit process for
selection and approval of a registration service for Annual Session. This committee will
consist of the current Registrar, the Treasurer and the clerk or a designee of Finance,
Nominating and M&O Committees. The Registrar will be the convener.
SITE:
Jim Updegraff, Clerk of the Site Committee, wrote the report and Jim Eusebio, Assistant
to the clerk, read the report. The Committee selected Walker Creek Ranch Conference
Center as the site for the 2012 Annual Session. Work continues on a site for 2013.
When the Committee has reached unity on a site for 2013, it will commence work on
sites for the 2014 and 2015 Annual Sessions. [SEE ATTACHMENT 2]
ARRANGEMENTS:
Jim Updegraff, Arrangements Clerk, wrote the report and Jim Eusebio, Assistant to the
Clerk, read the report. The contract with Walker Creek Ranch Conference Center for
the 2012 Annual Session has been signed. Preliminary work has begun on
arrangements for the session. [SEE ATTACHMENT 2]
Minutes were read and approved.
We closed with silent worship at 8:38pm.

Saturday, March 3
Worship began at 9:10am.
Clerk Marilee Eusebio greeted us reminding us of the words of Martha Paxson-Grundy:
"The 'lone Quaker' is an oxymoron. We are a Religious Society, a gathered people,
who in community help each other listen, learn, and follow divine guidance. Our
meetings provide encouragement and support. They supply warning and admonitions
when we need them. And, because we are all human, our meetings also provide the
laboratory in which we inevitable hurt each other and can also heal, forgive, and learn to
live together within God's enfolding love."
Jim Eusebio (Assistant to the Clerk) called the roll of meetings not represented last
night.
Naming the Naming Committee: The clerk asked for names to be offered from
worship. No names were offered at this time.
Treasurer
Ed Flowers (Treasurer) gave the report. He reminded us that the reimbursement
form is at the registration table. The full report and accompanying spreadsheet is
attached. [SEE ATTACHMENT 3]
There were concerns raised about Wells Fargo as an institution. Hope was
expressed that we could find a socially responsible bank with which to do business.
Credit Unions were suggested. It is essential that there be availability to the account
throughout the state. Suggestions for suitable banks should be made to Ed Flowers.
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Questions were raised regarding the pricing of Faith & Practice. Later in the day
we will be exploring issues related to the sale and storage of Faith & Practice. The Los
Angeles office of the AFSC wishes to eliminate their inventory of approximately 1237
copies.
It was noted that it would be beneficial to have additional funds in the session
account as a cushion. The ideal balance would be enough funds to make the deposit
for the following year's Annual Session.
The report was accepted with gratitude.
Finance: Donna Smith, Committee Clerk, reported. [SEE ATTACHMENT 4]
a. The budgeted amount of $800 for Unity with Nature was not sufficient to cover
estimated travel committee expenses and additional conference calls.
Minute 2012.3 : We approve an augmentation of $300 to Unity with Nature, Expense
Account #5235, bringing the total to $1100.
b. The budgeted amount of $4100 for Ministry and Oversight was not sufficient to cover
committee transportation due a Mexico City member attending a third meeting and $600
in additional expense for travel from Mexico and $250 for travel expenses for 2 invited
Friends to present at a M&O Workshop.
Minute 2012. 4: We approve an augmentation of $850 for M&O Committee, Expense
Account #5228, bringing the total to $4950.
Annual Session (AS) (aka Annual Gathering) Budget and Fee Schedule: Donna
Smith continued reporting.
Annual Session Budget:
There was an error on the distributed papers: The line account number for Registrar’s
Expenses should be 6220.
Donna explained that the contingency line, #6235, is to cover unexpected costs, underparticipation, and to build a reserve.
The total amount we need from AS fees is $119,150.
Minute 2012.5: We approve the budget for the Annual Session.
Fee schedule notes: The lower fee of the teens was extended to the 18-25 year olds.
The extra cost will be distributed among the older participants. The amount shown
under the heading Fee is the total cost for the week (registration, food and lodging).
Two additions were made to the Fee Schedule: Semi-private rooms are available for an
additional cost of $33 per day ($165 for the week). Private rooms are available for an
extra $70 per day ($350 for the week).
Friends expressed concern about costs prohibiting the participation of many Friends.
Some MMs have their own scholarships available. Last year we issued $6093 of an
available $7000 in PYM scholarships in addition to $825 to Young Friends of $2000
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budgeted. The budgeted amounts can be increased if the demand starts to exceed the
supply. We need to do a better job of expressing our support for all Friends who wish to
attend AS. (Scholarship process questions or concerns should be referred to M&O.)
Redwood Forest is considering complete scholarships for all children in their meeting.
Friends asked that we continue to consider costs, sliding scales based on income, types
of accommodations, options for camping and cooking, the use of resources and our
carbon footprint.
Minute 2012.6 : We approve the Annual Session Fee Schedule as recommended by
Finance.
The clerk expressed appreciation for the kind of discussion and listening that has been
happening at this session.
Announcements: Sarah Rose House-Lightner (Orange Grove) has provided information
about the 6th World Conference of Friends sponsored by the Friends World Committee
on Consultation. The PYM Friends attending would like to hear what messages you
want to send and what you want them to bring back.
Stretch Break
Ministry and Oversight Committee: Barbara Babin, clerk, acknowledged the rest of
the committee. The committee meetings included study of the evaluation information
from the Annual Session, and refinement of the job descriptions of two new
subcommittees on Representative Support [SEE ATTACHMENT 5] and
Experimentation and Implementation. [SEE ATTACHMENT 6] They also selected
Friends to those subcommittees.
Barbara introduced the two subcommittees to report.
Subcommittee on Experimentation and Implementation:
Paul Harris, clerk, gave the report. The working paper [SEE ATTACHMENT 7]
was presented to RepCom. The report focuses on changes to the Annual Session. A
future report will concern itself with PYM structure as a whole.
The committee has guided its work through spiritual focus and has worked to
address the information from the evaluations and reports from attenders at the 2011
Annual Session. The committee is making several recommendations for the Annual
Session. These have been integrated into the draft schedule for this year. [SEE
ATTACHMENT 8]
•
•

The time for business has been lessened for this year, with additional time for
‘Seasoning Sessions.'
The timing of sessions has been adjusted to allow for age-related differences. It
is recommended that younger Friends be brought into the Senior Yearly Meeting
(SYM) (aka, the adult gathering) through a mentoring program. In addition, the
committee recommends that the policy of the Children’s Program picking up and
delivering children to parents at meal times be carried forward.
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Several suggestions were made to insure that mealtimes can be enhanced as a
community building time.
A recommended Committee Time each day would allow for more efficient work,
and avoid committees struggling to meet at other times.

The schedule was reviewed in light of the suggestions made by the committee.
It was noted that the clerk has discretion for setting the schedule for the Annual
Session. RepCom is not responsible for setting the schedule.
Friends were invited to give feedback on the schedule. This feedback has been
noted and forwarded to the committee as a memorandum from RepCom.
The spirit of experimentation was appreciated, and deep gratitude was
expressed for the work of the committee.
Subcommittee on Representative Support: Sandy Kewman (Grass Valley), clerk of
the subcommittee reported. [SEE ATTACHMENT 9] Sandy introduced the members of
the subcommittee and referred to the subcommittee draft job description which is on the
website and is determined by M&O.
This subcommittee will assist all reps to best represent their meetings in 2 way
communications between MMs and the Yearly Meeting. Tele-conferencing and
individual phone calls from the subcommittee to representatives have helped with
feedback regarding this information flow and the relationships with the yearly meeting.
Sandy read the draft job description for Representatives.
The following changes were proposed:
 take out reference to the “Future’s Committee report” which recommendations
did not find unity among Friends, and add that “background information” will be
provided as needed
 the term “gathering” needs to be clarified – it seems to refer to different things
at different points.
 some Friends have some difficulty with the term “observer’ as passive and
uninvolved. One suggestion was to use the term “designee”.
[SEE ATTACHMENT 10 for Approved version of Job Description for Representatives]
Lunch Break
Ministry & Oversight: Committee Clerk Barbara Babin continued: She thanked us all
for our input and welcomed further comments and suggestions. She highlighted the
work on the Visiting Friend program, support of Mexico City MM, the Fund for Concerns,
dealing with “difficult behavior” and the development of the skill of true eldering, and four
Interest Groups at AS.
Full M&O Report [SEE ATTACHMENT 11]
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Clerks of the Experimentation and Implementation subcommittee, the Representative
Support subcommittee, Ministry and Oversight committees of College Park and Southern
California Quarterly Meetings, PYM’s M&O committee, the Youth Program Coordinator,
and the presiding clerk met in mid-January to improve communication between the
Quarters and to review the status of the two subcommittees. We responded to the queries
below and listened to the needs of our various constituent groups.
• How do Quaker gatherings (ex. Annual Session, Yearly Meeting, Quarterly
Meeting, committee work) deeply nourish my spirit and what am I hungry for now?
• In what ways do Quaker gatherings drain and deplete me (if they do), and how
does that impact my awareness of the Divine working in me and others?
They encourage MMs to consider these queries and send responses to M&O.
A Ben Lomond Quaker Center workshop (flyer online) called Partners in Healing: Racial
Dynamics Among Friends is sponsored by the Racial Justice Subcommittee of Pacific
Yearly Meeting on April 20-22, 2012.
June 1-3 Mexico City Monthly Meeting is hosting the Reunión General de los Amigos en
México and is inviting us to attend. Information is available at http://www.cuaquerosmexicodf.org
Book sales at AS: Friends have proposed having a bookstore at AS to make available
F&P, quarterly directories, and a variety of child and adult literature. This is new territory
for us since we have relied on AFSC for so many years. We have no process in place
for deciding how to handle this. Friends present felt that RepCom could make this
decision, at least for the coming AS.
We heard a proposal for a bookstore to be based on the AFSC model (attached). This
is an offer from Tom and Sandy Farley who are experienced book sellers and will be
responsible for tax liabilities, fees and licenses. Who owns the inventory (it will not be
PYM) and to whom the checks would be written is still to be determined.
PYM is not responsible for the stock. An AS bookstore is a service to make literature
available to Friends. This service would have no cost to PYM other than providing a
room.
Minute 2012.7: We approve the proposed contract for a bookstore at Annual Session
to be run by Tom and Sandy Farley who accept all tax liability. This approval is
contingent on the rest of the details being supplied to and approved by the Treasurer
and the Presiding Clerk.
Workshop: Writing Minutes with History in Mind – a repeat of a session at 2011 AS.
What detail is needed in minutes? Carolyn Stephenson and Eric Moon of Discipline
Committee presented.
Action Minutes and Minutes of Exercise are the two that are dealt with in F&P. Since
there are many other kinds of minutes, such as minutes on marriage, memorials and the
like as well as the ordinary “narrative” or descriptive minutes - the “who did what” that
records the meeting’s work – this workshop focused on Action minutes and ordinary
narrative minutes.
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Action minutes should include why are taking this action, what are we doing, who
is going to do it, where and when it will be done, and to whom it will be directed.
Action minutes need to be brought in a timely and orderly fashion. Generally they come
through a committee and are seasoned as widely as possible (committee to monthly to
quarterly to yearly, etc.). Like a tree, a seasoned minute gets stronger over time and
may be changed by and is enriched by the process.
Minutes of Exercise record what we got “exercised” about but on which we did not get to
unity. We need to record the discussion points so that we don’t have to repeat the
exercise.
We sell ourselves short if we look at the reading of the minutes as an unpleasant duty.
Rather they are a record of where we have found unity and a plan of action. Do they tell
the story of who we are and what we care about? Consider “Meeting” as a character in
a story: a character of faith and trust but also having contradictory pulls. Do we capture
this character’s challenges, passion and growth?
When we listen to the minutes, what spirit or spirits do we hear? Do we hear the spirit
of helpfulness or the spirit of need to be heard and appreciated? Do the minutes
express our hope and our intentions?
If we want to have others willing to serve as recording clerks, we must not make the
task unreasonable. Minutes are the responsibility of the meeting as a whole with the
presiding clerk taking special responsibility for final approval and making sure that the
minutes reflect the sense of the meeting.
During the discussion these points were made:
 No time pressure outside the meeting should impose an imperative to take action
without unity or to force an artificial unity.
 Too many details in the minutes make them dreary to hear read back. They
need to reflect a sense of the vitality of the meeting.
 Decisions that have been made based on erroneous information can be revisited
at a later date. Meetings will have to explore how that can be done with
sensitivity.
 When the minutes are read back, the Clerk and Recording Clerk work together
so that the written document reflects the sense of the meeting as perceived by
the Clerk.
 Minutes express not just a hope but a commitment.
 We must be careful that we do not submit to the tyranny of the majority. This is a
broader issue of the true nature of unity.
Youth Program Coordinator Supervisory Committee: Steve Leeds (San Francisco),
Jim Summers (La Jolla), Alyssa Nelson (Davis, and Youth Program Coordinator) gave
the reports. [SEE ATTACHMENT 12] It was noted that the Youth Program Coordinator
Supervisory Committee is looking for 2 additional teen members and a Young Friend.
Meeting representatives are asked to check in with their meeting's “Custodian of the
Book” (i.e., The FGC Toolkit) for feedback on how their meeting's youth program is
utilizing this resource.
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The Youth Program Coordinator and Supervisory Committee members reported
on the many activities and objectives being forwarded by the program. There is
consciousness on the committee that this is a three year trial – in addition to the ongoing program and personnel evaluations, there will be a major program and personnel
evaluation forthcoming to assist PYM in evaluating the success of the experiment.
The committee noted to RepCom that we are facing an issue regarding the
calendaring of the three year trial period given to the Youth Program Coordinator
position by Pacific Yearly Meeting in 2009. Unfortunately, at that time the Annual
Session overlooked defining the start and the end dates of the trial. The conservative
estimate would define the three years as the Annual Sessions 2009-2012. However,
no money was spent until April 2010, when Sarah Buetal was hired. We thus have had
a Youth Program Coordinator for barely 2 years as of this date. There is concern that
this does not reflect our commitment to our youth. In April 2013, we will have had a
Youth Program Coordinator for 3 years.
It was also noted that the current Youth Program Coordinator took her position after the
Annual Session of 2011, so the upcoming Annual Session 2012 will be her first Annual
Session as Youth Program Coordinator, when a great deal of the youth programming
takes place. It therefore makes sense to the committee to have the program calendar
begin in April of 2010 and continue through the Annual Session of 2013. This plan
allows adequate time for an in-depth program evaluation, as well as allowing time for
the current Youth Program Coordinator to develop the program throughout the monthly,
quarterly and yearly meetings under her care. Alyssa has committed to the Youth
Program Coordinator position for the duration of the trial, however long that is
determined to be. She is open to where Spirit is leading us in regard to the program.
It was noted that the expenses of the Youth Program Coordinator are fully budgeted for
this year. The assessment on Meetings will have to be evaluated by the Finance
Committee under the different calendaring options. It will be important in gauging the
overall success of the trial to get additional data from the monthly meetings on the
impacts of the assessments needed to fund the program. A full accounting of all the
funds - past, present and future - will need to be presented to the upcoming Annual
Session.
The youth in the room spoke of needing the time to more fully evaluate the
program under the current Youth Program Coordinator.
Minute 2012.8: To allow for a full evaluation and understanding of the experiment of
funding a Youth Program Coordinator for Pacific Yearly Meeting, we recommend to the
Annual Session 2012 of Pacific Yearly Meeting that the calendaring of the three year
Youth Program Coordinator position start in April 2010 and end at the conclusion of the
fiscal year 2013 (9/30/2013).
Approved.
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Unity with Nature: Renie Wong Lindley, co Clerk, reported. [SEE ATTACHMENT 13]
She reminded us that the "eco" in "ecology" come from the Greek word "oikos" which
means "household" or "home". Renie asked us to take a moment to think about what
homeland means to each of us. She also asked us to reflect on the choices we make in
living in our environment. Work in the committee has included
 encouraging committee members to write articles that could be published in
Western Friends, perhaps from interviewing a Friend
 fundraising to expand the mini-grant program (items could be sold at AS)
 planning for the interest groups at 2012 AS
 preparation for providing a “carbon footprint” table for various means of
transportation to Walker Creek to go into the registration packet
Muriel Strand (Sacramento) will facilitate an interest group inviting Friends to visualize a
sustainable future.
Maia Wolff (Central Coast) spoke about “greening” the AS. In 2009 at Walker Creek the
focus was on food. There were some problems with special needs so this year the plan
is to have a checklist in the registration packet that could be tallied by computer. Maia
worked intensely with the Walker Creek cooks but hopes that clear directions will
eliminate the need for such close coordination.
Friends would like the registrars and the arrangements clerk to encourage and organize
carpooling. “Van pooling” from Southern California may be possible.
There is support for Unity with Nature Committee’s work to bring awareness of how food
and transportation choices at the Annual Session affect the environment.
Oversight of copies of Faith & Practice
We have been asked by the AFSC to remove the copies of Faith & Practice from the
Los Angeles AFSC office by September 12, 2012.
Minute 2012.9: Because AFSC will no longer be distributing copies of the PYM Faith &
Practice, Representative Committee approves establishing an ad hoc committee of the
clerks of Ministry and Oversight and Discipline Committees to oversee the transition of
the existing copies of Faith & Practice from the AFSC Los Angeles office.
Naming the Naming Committee: We need the names of 4 individuals to identify 3
Friends to name to the Nominating Committee at Annual Session. The Naming
Committee will also continue as needed until RepCom in 2013. Names presented were
Eric Sabelman (Palo Alto), Jim Summers (La Jolla), Jean Lester (Orange Grove), Kathy
Runyan (Santa Cruz), Jane Blount (La Jolla), Kate Carpenter (Orange Grove), Charleen
Krueger-Pitassi (Claremont). The clerk will coordinate calls to these Friends to
determine if they are willing to accept these nominations.
Minutes were approved.
Closing Worship
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Sunday, March 4
We began with worship at 8:30am.
Naming Committee: Jim Summers (La Jolla) is willing to serve, and Eric Sabelman
(Palo Alto) is willing to be an alternate.
The clerk asked for a few other names and these were offered from the floor: Joe
Magruder (Berkeley), Mary Ann Percy (La Jolla), Lanny Jay (Redwood Forest),
Elizabeth Boardman (Davis), Anthony Chang (Honolulu), Jane Peers (La Jolla)
Nominating Committee:
Minute 2012:10 We approve the nomination of Jim Avera (Redwood Forest MM),
Arrangements clerk to serve through Annual Session 2013.
Peace and Social Concerns Committee: Jeff Kroeber, committee clerk, reported: The
committee proposes the following for Annual Session at Walker Creek Ranch:
four Interest groups
1. Friends Peace Teams
2. Affordable housing and abolition of homelessness
3. Undocumented students (co-sponsored with Latin American Concerns
committee)
4. Human Slavery and the Chocolate Trade and two affinity groups;
1. Prison ministry,
2. The Occupy Movement
The committee is working closely with Alyssa Nelson to open and extend the dialog with
younger friends and bring them into active partnership. [SEE ATTACHMENT 14]
Southern California Quarterly Meeting:
Dan Strickland, co-Clerk for Southern California Quarterly Meeting, gave the
report. Southern California Quarterly Meeting held their annual fall fellowship at
Temescal Canyon with the theme, “Bearing Witness.” The retreat opened with a panel
of eloquent keynote speakers from across the Quarter. The retreat also included
several interest groups and a threshing session of how the various levels of Quakerism
interrelate and support Friends.
The winter retreat in Joshua Tree drew fewer participants, but strengthened
Friends in their shared hardiness. Ministry & Council hosted a workshop with Claire
Gorfinkel (Orange Grove MM) on aging. Claire's work is sponsored by Friends
Association for Services to the Elderly (FASE) and Friends are encouraged to invite
Claire to their meetings. It was also noted that Mary Anne Percy (La Jolla MM) is
offering a session on Death and Dying.
The Southern California Quarter's Spring gathering is coming up in April. This
one-day session is focused on the state of the meeting reports.
It was announced that Claremont Meeting is also hosting Claire Gorfinkel next
weekend for a workshop on spirituality and aging.
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College Park Quarterly Meeting:
Bob Runyan, CPQM Clerk, reported and also announced an upcoming workshop on
Aging at Ben Lomond.
CPQM concerns include coordinating the activities of committees and officers for
quarterly gatherings. It has helped to develop a schedule for preparation time needed
for various activities. NomCom is doing a great job considering names well ahead of Q
meeting. M&O is working on how to best support the three corporations that are under
the care of CPQM. The theme for the fall weekend gathering at Sierra Friends Center
was “Our Short Precious Lives”: what are we doing with the life we are given? Winter
quarter was a one day gathering with the theme “Grounding and Growing our Monthly
Meetings”. Although 80-100 were expected, there were 148 participants. Spring
Quarter will be a weekend gathering in the redwoods of Ben Lomond Quaker Center
with a theme not determined yet.
Latin American Concerns: Barbara Babin (Red MM) and Donna Smith (MM) gave the
report as written by Dottie Vura-Weis, Clerk, Latin America Concerns Committee, who
was not able to attend. [SEE ATTACHMENT 15] and see website:
http://www. LatinAmerica.PacificYearlyMeeting.org
The Latin American Concerns Committee continues to work on increasing
awareness regarding the unprogrammed monthly meetings and worships groups in
Latin America and related projects. They are holding concerns related to migration and
immigration.
The committee met twice this year once by conference call and once face-to-face
in December. The second meeting was attended by almost all members, including Jill
Anderson from Mexico City and Margaret Bean from the Guatemala meeting. They
discussed sharing the Spanish version of advices and queries (Consejos y Preguntas)
and Faith and Practice (Fe y Práctica) that was translated by the Mexico City Meeting.
At AS 2012, Miguel Angel Costop, director, will address a plenary about the
Guatemalan Scholarship Program, Progresa. The Committee will cosponsor, with the
Peace and Social Order Committee, an Interest Group on Sacramento Meeting’s
Undocumented Student Program.
Gratitude was given for the all the support for the committee's work, especially in
the sale of crafts. Friends are encouraged to check out the web page, and invited to
visit any of the projects or meetings or worship groups in Latin America. For the past
three years a very successful ESL tutoring program has been on-going in Antigua. The
one week experience has been deeply meaningful to many Friends.
In response to a Friend's concern regarding possible proselytizing via giving out
written materials, it was noted that Fe y Práctica and the Spanish advices and queries
are given out in response to inquiries and requests. The concern will be relayed to the
project directors, with emphasis on using care and sensitivity in how these materials are
used.
Don Bean reported on the on-line Spanish version of Faith & Practice (Fe y
Práctica). There is a widget under development on the web site that will allow the user
to translate the text in Faith & Practice to over 50 languages! He hopes to have this
ready before this year's Annual Session.
The committee invites further comments on how the committee can be helpful to
our meetings.
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Job Description for Representatives of Monthly Meetings: Sandy Kewman, clerk of
the Representative Support Subcommittee: Sandy presented a rewrite of the job
description that reflected the concerns expressed earlier in this session. We added to
the first task the phrase “and directly to the committees and officers of PYM” [SEE
ATTACHMENT 9]
Minute 2012.11: We approved the Job Description for Monthly Meetings
Representatives to PYM.
Meeting resumed at 12:00 after Meeting for Worship and lunch.
Marilee Eusebio reported on the Naming Committee nominations. We are waiting to
hear the responses from suggested committee members. These nominations are in
process.
Jane Peers (La Jolla MM) agreed to serve on the committee. Jim Summers (La
Jolla MM) is unable to be the convener. Marilee asked for the ability to appoint the
convener for this committee. The gathering agreed to this request.
Discipline Committee: Carolyn Stephenson (clerk, Discipline Committee, Honolulu
MM) gave the report. [SEE ATTACHMENT 16]
The committee's discernment regarding the revision of Faith & Practice has led to
a sense that this process is still in the – as yet to be determined – future. The
committee has also spent some time in seeking a sense of unity in recognizing an
Earthcare Testimony. That sense is rising, but has not yet come to fruition. In addition,
in response to Friends' feedback, the committee has been looking at expanding the
section on Minutes in Faith & Practice.
There have been three separate meetings over the last year and a half on the
possible revision of the Advices & Queries. The committee has discovered that there
are strong feelings and disparate views on this matter. One possibility being explored is
separating the advices from the queries. Please see members of the Discipline
Committee to share your views on this matter.
The committee will be asking for one interest group at Annual Session this year.
As a follow up on the transfer of Faith & Practice out of the LA AFSC office, the
committee reports that 32 boxes have been moved to the San Francisco AFSC office
(pmr@afsc.org), Southern California Quarterly Meeting will take roughly half, and the
Farleys and meetings in San Diego will possibly take the remainder. The Spanish
versions of Faith & Practice (Fe y Práctica) and the Spanish Advices and Queries will
be moved to a future location as yet to be determined.
Junior Yearly Meeting Report: Rose Mackenzie (Orange Grove, co-clerk of JYM)
introduced the report [SEE ATTACHMENT 17] which covered many activities and plans.
Augie Brinker (Santa Cruz), Clare Griese (La Jolla), Emma Castanedo (La Jolla), and
Tommy Rios (La Jolla, co-clerk of JYM) also participated in sharing the report.
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 change of language from “community expectations” to “our community values”
 improving support groups to provide support in smaller groups and immediately after
events that tend to evoke strong reactions including the Meeting for Memorials.
 intergenerational activities including interest groups and “chat boxes”
 a service project is still being planned for AS and may be in collaboration with the
P&SC committee and will include an educational component
 working to improve the experience of FAP’s (Friendly Adult Presence). If interested in
being a FAP you can contact Alyssa or Stephen Myers. There are 2 workshops this
spring planned by the Youth Program committee.
 respectful relationships – these are the highest rated activities in JYM. Alyssa has
participated in a facilitators workshop called “Our Whole Lives”, a faith based curriculum
on sexuality. She trained in the section with emphasis on the middle school and high
school age range and will bring some of this material to JYM.
 the Dance will run by JYM with help from Young Friends. For the “Dance of the
Decades” all Friends will be encouraged to bring the music they think would be good for
the dance.
 response to the proposed schedule for AS: JYM especially appreciates the expanded
space for intergenerational activities. However, they do feel that they need to have staff
meetings at breakfast as it is the only time the Adult Committee, the JYM co-clerks, the
JYM M&O co-clerks, and the day and night FAPS can meet. Some suggested that Bible
Study and Transformative Quakers could be included in the Intergenerational Activities
schedule slots.

A JYMer’s thoughts regarding the YPC: Big successes over the period of the YPC
experiment thus far were the fun and bonding of the 3 day camping trip to Big Sur in
Aug 2010, the growth in feeling comfortable asking for help because they know that
Alyssa’s time is dedicated to this and she is not being imposed on, and the great
addition of FAP workshops. They would like to see more “work camps” and more help
on middle schoolers transitioning to JYM.
Stephen Myers (Sacramento MM), incoming clerk of JYM adult committee, introduced
himself, noting that he will not be able to attend Annual Session this year. Please see
Stephen with any ideas or questions about JYM!
The proposed JYM schedule for AS 2012 was presented [SEE ATTACHMENT 18]
JYM closing activity:
Alyssa Nelson, YPC, and Stephen Myers, (Sacramento MM) led us in a rendition
of the song “Bong-A-Low” as a closing activity.
The Clerk announced that Interest Groups must be requested by April 30. They must
go to PYM Assistant to the Clerk after going though either a PYM committee or a MM
and QM process. M&O will determine how many slots will be given to specific
committees or concerns and how many groups will be scheduled in each time slot.
The minutes were approved. The Clerk closed the meeting with worship.
Julie Harlow and Amy Cooke, Co-Recording Clerks
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Summary List of Approved Minutes
RepCom 2012-1:

We approve as Registrar Joyce Samati, Strawberry Creek, for service to begin
immediately and end with the Annual Session 2013.

RepCom 2012-2:

An ad hoc committee is established to develop an explicit process for selection
and approval of a registration service for Annual Session. This committee will
consist of the current Registrar, the Treasurer and the clerk or a designee of
Finance, Nominating and M&O Committees. The Registrar will be the convener.

RepCom 2012-3:

We approve an augmentation of $300 to Unity with Nature, Expense Account
#5235, bringing the total to $1100.

RepCom 2012-4:

We approve an augmentation of $850 for M&O Committee, Expense Account
#5228, bringing the total to $4950.

RepCom 2012-5:

We approve the budget for the Annual Session.

RepCom 2012-6:

We approve the Annual Session Fee Schedule as recommended by Finance.

RepCom 2012-7:

We approve the proposed contract for a bookstore at Annual Session to be run
by Tom and Sandy Farley who accept all tax liability. This approval is
contingent on the rest of the details being supplied to and approved by the
Treasurer and the Presiding Clerk.

RepCom 2012-8:

To allow for a full evaluation and understanding of the experiment of funding a
Youth Program Coordinator for Pacific Yearly Meeting, we recommend to the
Annual Session 2012 of Pacific Yearly Meeting that the calendaring of the three
year Youth Program Coordinator position start in April 2010 and end at the
conclusion of the fiscal year 2013 (9/30/2013).

RepCom 2012-9:

Because AFSC will no longer be distributing copies of the PYM Faith & Practice,
Representative Committee approves establishing an ad hoc committee of the
clerks of Ministry and Oversight and Discipline Committees to oversee the
transition of the existing copies of Faith & Practice from the AFSC Los Angeles
office.

RepCom 2012-10:

We approve the nomination of Jim Avera (Redwood Forest MM), Arrangements
clerk to serve through Annual Session 2013.

RepCom 2012-11:

We approve the Job Description for Monthly Meetings Representatives to Pacific
Yearly Meeting.
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PYM Rep Com Roll Call, March 2012
Monthly Meetings
Appleseed
Berkeley

X indicates present at roll call
X
X

Big Island

Redwood Forest
Reno

X
X

Sacramento

X

Central Coast

X

San Diego

X

Chico

X

San Francisco

X

Claremont

X

San Jose

X

Davis

X

Santa Barbara

X

Delta

X

Santa Cruz

X

Santa Monica

X

Strawberry Creek

X

Fresno
Grass Valley

X

Guatemala

Visalia

Honolulu

X

Humboldt

X

Inland Valley

X

La Jolla

X

Live Oak
Marin

X
X

Conejo Valley
Friends House

Marloma-Long Beach

X

Kauai

Worship Groups

Mendocino

Lake County

Mexico City

Las Vegas

Monterey Peninsula

X

Maui

Napa-Sonoma

Modesto

Orange County

X

Molokai

Orange Grove

X

Oakland

Palo Alto

X

Ojai

Redding

X

Southern Humboldt
Ukiah

Whitleaf
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Attachment 2
Reports to RepCom 2012
SITE COMMITTEE:
The Committee selected Walker Creek Ranch Conference Center as the site
for the 2012 Annual Meeting. Work continues on a site for 2013. When the
Committee has reached unity on a site for 2013 it will commence work on
sites for the 2014 and 2015 Annual Meetings.
In peace,
James G. Updegraff, Clerk

ARRANGEMENTS:
The contract with Walker Creek Ranch Conference Center for the 2012
Annual Meeting has been signed. Preliminary work has begun on
arrangements for the Meeting.
In peace,
James G. Updegraff, Arrangements Clerk
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Representative Committee
Third Month, Second-Fourth Day 2012

Treasurer’s Report-Narrative
Representative Committee Meeting
March 3, 2012
PYM has two accounts; the General Account for all economic activity outside of the Session, and the
Session Account. For both accounts, the fiscal year is October 1st through September 30th.
Items of Note
General Account
• For the General Account, this report covers the years 2009-10, 2010-11, and year-to-date,
10/01/2011 through 01/31/2012.
•

We are no longer doing business with Bank of America. This was a payroll account, and we now
do payroll through QuickBooks. Our only checking account is with Wells Fargo. I would like to
find a bank that has branches all over the state, other than Wells Fargo, but as far as I can tell only
the Big Four (Chase, B of A, Wells, and Citi) have branches statewide.

•

Income from Monthly Meetings (#4101) for this fiscal year, as of 1/31/2012, is $68,648. Thank
you!

•

I’ve added a new page to the report: Restricted Donations. I want to acknowledge restricted
donations, because this is unbudgeted income that is not a part of the income and expense
statement. Thanks to the Monthly Meetings mentioned in this report!

•

The value of the inventory of Faith & Practice (#1720) has been reduced by $2,134 (#8000). We
now receive $4 for each copy sold, and at the end of the fiscal year we had 1,248 copies;
therefore the value of the inventory on 9/30/2011 is $4,992.

•

We are changing (with consultation from the finance committee) the way we do our accounting,
from cash accounting to accrual. This is technical; please see me later if you wish to discuss this.

•

Last fiscal year, actual budgeted expenses exceeded budgeted income by $4,863. This amount
was therefore taken from Uncommitted Reserves (#4105) to cover the shortfall.

•

$8,000 was moved from the Youth Program Reserve (#4106 and #2780) to the general account.
This $8,000 was not used in calculating assessment numbers for Guatemala, Hawaii, or Mexico
City, since those Meetings did not contribute to this Reserve. Someone from Hawaii asked me at
the end of last year’s Session why Hawaii’s assessment had an increase ($41 from $40) whereas
California and Nevada has a decrease ($87 from $90); this is why.

•

FGC Scholarship (#2735) is used to support Young Friends to attend FGC. This account now has
a balance of $2,952, down from $20,460 in 2000.

•

The YPC expenses are rather truncated. If you would like more detail, please see me.
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Session Account
•

Session Revenue & Expense covers the 2010 and 2011 Sessions.

•

For the 2011 Session, income exceeded expenses by $14,898.

•

As of September 30, 2011, we had $16,729 available for the 2012 Session.

•

•

On 01/27/2012, I made a deposit to Walker Creek Ranch to hold our reservation. The
deposit is $20,957. I have “borrowed” this money from the General Account, and once
the Session is held, the money will be paid back. See General Account Balance Sheet
#1710.
Included in this report is a graph of the Net Assets of the Session Account for the last ten
years.

Other Items of Note
•

•

In addition to the above, a review of the books has been conducted. A final report of this
review will be distributed at the Session.
We are investigating a possible change in insurance agents.

Respectfully submitted,
Ed Flowers
Treasurer
March 3, 2012
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REPORT	
  OF	
  PYM	
  FINANCE	
  COMMITTEE	
  	
  
TO	
  REPRESENTATIVE	
  COMMITTEE	
  
MARCH	
  3,	
  2012	
  
Finance	
  Committee	
  brings	
  forward	
  the	
  following	
  issues	
  for	
  consideration:	
  
1. Request	
  for	
  budget	
  augmentations:	
  
	
  	
  a.	
  Unity	
  with	
  Nature,	
  Expense	
  Account	
  #5235.	
  	
  Originally	
  budgeted	
  $800.	
  	
  
Request	
  augmentation	
  of	
  $300	
  bringing	
  total	
  to	
  $1100.	
  
Reason:	
  	
  The	
  budgeted	
  amount	
  was	
  not	
  sufficient	
  to	
  cover	
  estimated	
  travel	
  
committee	
  expenses	
  and	
  additional	
  conference	
  calls.	
  
	
  b.	
  	
  Ministry	
  and	
  Oversight,	
  Expense	
  Account	
  #5228.	
  	
  Originally	
  budgeted	
  
$4100.	
  	
  Request	
  augmentation	
  of	
  $850	
  bringing	
  total	
  to	
  $4950.	
  
Reason:	
  	
  The	
  budgeted	
  amount	
  was	
  not	
  sufficient	
  to	
  cover	
  committee	
  
transportation	
  due	
  to	
  addition	
  of	
  a	
  third	
  meeting	
  and	
  $600	
  in	
  additional	
  
expense	
  for	
  travel	
  from	
  Mexico	
  and	
  $250	
  for	
  travel	
  expenses	
  for	
  2	
  invited	
  
Friends	
  to	
  present	
  at	
  M&O	
  Workshop.	
  
2. Proposed	
  Annual	
  Session	
  Budget	
  and	
  Fee	
  Schedule.	
  	
  
Attachments:	
  	
  2012	
  Session	
  Budget,	
  2012	
  Fee	
  Schedule	
  
Submitted	
  by	
  Donna	
  Smith,	
  	
  Clerk,	
  PYM	
  Finance	
  Committee	
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Proposed	
  2012	
  Annual	
  Session	
  Budget	
  
6220	
  
6221	
  
6222	
  
6223	
  
6224	
  
6225	
  
6226	
  
6227	
  
6228	
  
6229	
  
6230	
  
6232	
  
6233	
  
6234	
  
6235

	
  

Registrar's	
  Expenses
Secretariat's	
  Exp.
Arrangement	
  Clerk	
  Exp.	
  
Children's	
  Program	
  
Cost	
  of	
  Facilities	
  
JYM	
  
Young	
  Friends	
  
Breakage	
  
PYM	
  Clerk's	
  Inv.	
  Guests
Insurance	
  
Support	
  Professions	
  
Bank	
  fees	
  
Misc.	
  
Fee	
  for	
  Registration	
  
	
   Contingency

300
1,000
1,000	
  
12,500	
  
83,000	
  
5,700	
  
200	
  
100	
  
1,000
2,200	
  
0	
  
50	
  
100	
  
5,000	
  
8,000
120,150

Less:	
  Contributions:
Amount	
  needed	
  from	
  fees:

1,000
119,150
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Proposed	
  2012	
  Annual	
  Session	
  Fees
Age/Status
Fee
Att.
Totals
Mtg.	
  for	
  Mems.	
  
0
0-‐5	
  
0
6	
  to	
  12	
  
180	
   10	
  
1,800	
   	
  
13-‐25	
  
360	
   22	
  
7,920	
   	
  
Adult	
  
565	
   94	
  
53,110	
   	
  
Camping	
  
465	
   94	
  
43,710	
   	
  
Camping	
  6-‐12	
  
130	
   10	
  
1,300	
   	
  
Camping-‐13-‐25	
  
260	
   22	
  
5,720	
   	
  
Daily	
  rate	
  w/lunch	
  
60 100	
  
6,000 **total	
  “days”
Daily	
  rate	
  6	
  to	
  12	
  
15	
  
0	
  
0	
   	
  
Daily	
  rate-‐	
  13	
  to	
  25	
  
30	
  
0	
  
0	
   	
  
Daily	
  camping-‐adult	
  
100	
  
0	
  
0	
   	
  
Daily	
  camping-‐6-‐12	
  
36	
  
0	
  
0	
   	
  
Daily	
  camping	
  13-‐25	
  
62	
  
0	
  
0	
   	
  
Daily	
  dorm-‐adult
120
0
0
Daily	
  dorm-‐6-‐12
46
0
0
Daily	
  dorm-‐13-‐17
82
0
0
Total:
119,560
Additional	
  rates:	
  
Semi-‐private	
  rooms	
  add	
  $33	
  per	
  day	
  per	
  person	
  
Private	
  rooms	
  (except	
  ADA)	
  add	
  $70	
  per	
  day	
  per	
  person	
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Job Description Representative Support Subcommittee
of Ministry and Oversight Committee, Pacific Yearly Meeting
Purpose:
To give guidance and support to monthly meeting representatives to help them be more effective
in their role of representing their monthly meeting and serving as a liaison to Yearly Meeting and
Representative Committee.
Qualifications:
Members of the Representative Support Subcommittee should be active participants in the
Yearly Meeting and their Monthly Meetings, with familiarity with and the ability to participate
in the Annual Gathering of the Yearly Meeting. They should have experience with the Meeting
for Worship on the Occasion of Business in the Monthly Meeting and the Yearly Meeting. They
should be familiar with the duties, expectations, and time lines for the REPRESENTATIVE TO
THE YEARLY MEETING. They should have access to email and familiarity with electronic
communication. It would be desirable for members of this subcommittee to have served as
Meeting Representatives.
Length of Service:
Members of the Representative Support subcommittee will be invited to serve for a two-year
renewable term.
Tasks and Responsibilities:
The Representative Support Committee is expected to review the Representative to Yearly
Meeting job description with Monthly Meeting Representatives and identify areas in which the
Representatives may need support for their role in supporting communication between their
Monthly Meetings and the Yearly Meeting, as well as participation in the Yearly Meeting. These
may include:
1) Assisting Representatives to best represent their Monthly Meetings
 Assist the Monthly Meeting Representatives in understanding the processes and
procedures for bringing actions and concerns from the Monthly Meetings to the
Representative Committee or Annual Gathering of the Yearly Meeting;
 Assist the Representatives in ways of educating the Monthly Meeting on the
workings and purposes of the Yearly Meeting;
 Encourage Representatives to make every effort to attend Representative
Committee and Annual Gathering so that Monthly Meetings are represented in
the seasoning and decision making processes;
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Job Description Representative Support Subcommittee
of Ministry and Oversight Committee, Pacific Yearly Meeting (continued)
 Assist the Representatives in presenting the concerns of their Monthly Meetings
at the Representative Committee Meeting and at the Annual Gathering of the
Yearly Meeting.
 Gather the input from Monthly Meetings from Representatives who are not able
to attend Representative Committee or the Annual Gathering.
2) Assisting Representatives to bring information and items for discernment and seasoning from
the Yearly Meeting to the Monthly Meeting
 Work with the Representatives to find ways of involving their Monthly Meetings
in PYM business that requires Monthly Meeting consideration, involvement, and
action.
 Assist Monthly Meeting Representatives in prioritizing and presenting reports of
actions and concerns of the Yearly Meeting to their Monthly Meetings
 Assist the Representatives in the use of Pacific Yearly Meeting's website, and
ways in which they might encourage their Monthly Meetings to use that website;
3) Encourage participation in the Yearly Meeting
 Ensure that the Representatives know the time lines and criteria for applying for
scholarships, a resource for transportation options, and how to register for the
Annual Gathering;
 Reach out and encourage participation from Meetings who do not regularly
participate in the Yearly Meeting.
Expectations and Timelines:
The Representative Support Subcommittee will assist the Yearly Meeting Clerk in providing at
least one orientation session for Representatives during each Annual Gathering. Following the
Annual Gathering, the Subcommittee members will work with the Assistant Clerk to identify the
Representatives from each Monthly Meeting and Worship group and establish or refine an email
network. The Subcommittee may choose to arrange a training for Representatives at some time
during the year. Subcommittee members will contact Representatives at least twice per year, the
first time between the Annual Gathering and Representative Committee, and the second time
between Representative Committee and the following Annual Gathering.
10.8.11
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Job Description
Experimentation and Implementation
Subcommittee of Ministry and Oversight
Job Description
This subcommittee is responsible for picking up where the Futures subcommittee left off with
respect to visioning the future of Pacific Yearly Meeting as an entity and umbrella organization.
More specifically, the subcommittee is charged with looking at ways to make Annual Gathering
(AG) more accessible and rewarding to as many Friends as possible.
Members will be expected to study the work of the Futures committee by reading the reports and
recommendations in the minutes of Plenary Session from Annual Gathering and Representatives
Committees, as well as evaluations from recent sessions. In addition, members should
familiarize themselves with ideas coming out of the summer brainstorming initiated by CPQM
and the Fall threshing session to be conducted at SCQM.
The subcommittee is asked to explore and season with Ministry and Oversight (M & O)
experimental ideas for short term implementation, as well as providing M & O and the Yearly
Meeting as a whole with longer term accountability.
Qualifications
The subcommittee consists of about four individuals with a specific interest in helping to
envision the future of Pacific Yearly Meeting. They are appointed by M & O annually. Also on
this committee are as many as two liaisons from M & O. We would like to appoint someone
from a Meeting that is not part of a Quarterly Meeting to the committee.
Tasks
1) By January 27, 2012 the subcommittee is asked to:
a) sift through the above referenced materials including the Yearly Meeting’s Faith and
Practice for the several perceived purposes of Annual Gathering and try to come up with
one central purpose/mission statement;
b) identify the concerns stated about the annual gathering, and determine if there is a
theme/common thread to them that reflects the Spirit moving among us;

c) consider questions of schedule, (time & place) and separation (north/south);
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d) begin to plan for changes which can be introduced into the 2012 AG schedule and
an interest group or threshing session at AG 2012 in which participants can reflect
on the 2012 experience as well as consider following possible topics - from both
philosophical and practical perspectives:
i) Alternative gatherings hosted in North/South.
ii) How do our structures serve us? How do we meet our needs? How
are we treating each other?
iii) Are we willing to consider dividing the Yearly Meeting?
e) - propose one or two alternate and experimental scenarios for Rep Com 2013 and
AG 2013; and
f) report to M & O, including preliminary proposed topic for AG 2012 interest
group.
2) By May 31, 2012 and again by AG 2012 the subcommittee is asked to continue with
all of the above, submitting any new revisions for items 1d through 1f.
3) Between the Fall of 2012 and the Summer of 2013 the subcommittee is asked to:
a) suggest experimental changes in the form and content of the Spring Representative
Committee session and the Summer Annual Gathering session to M & O, after
considering any feedback received at AG 2012;
b) present an interest group at AG 2013. The proposal for this interest group should
be presented to M&O by February 2013; and
c) provide a closing report to M&O by Fall 2013, after AG.
Expectations and Time Involved:
1. Meets via conference calls, email, and other electronic channels, throughout the year,
as needed. Travel for subcommittees is not reimbursable, so in person meetings are
not expected unless way opens for members to meet in person conveniently.
2. Reports to M & O, through the liaison, at each M&O meeting.
10.8.11
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2/24/12

Experimentation and Implementation Subcommittee
of PYM Ministry and Oversight
Report to Representative Committee 2012
Scope of work:
This document is not intended to be a complete report, but a working paper to help Ministry &
Worship (M&O) and PYM Clerk find ways to adjust and/or remodel the Annual Gathering (AG)
to better suit the needs of Pacific Yearly Meeting (PYM).
This subcommittee consists of a parent of elementary school age children, a parent of a teen, a
Young Friend who grew up in the Children’s Program and Junior Yearly Meeting (JYM), a
member of M&O with major PYM responsibilities and a person who has been involved with
JYM, and served on M&O previously.
This subcommittee met by phone conference 4 times for approximately a total of 5 hours.
Individually, we have spent uncounted time reading, thinking about the issues and writing this
working paper.
This subcommittee gleaned information from reports, observations and evaluations mainly from
those who have attended AG, and not necessarily from those who don’t attend.
This report focuses on changes to the AG. A future report will concern itself with PYM
structure as a whole.
We used the following Faith & Practice Advice on Simplicity adapted for the AG as a model for
conducting our committee work and as a goal of what AG should aim for:
“Does AG center its life in an awareness of God’s presence so that all things take their
rightful place? Does AG keep its life uncluttered with things and activities, avoiding
commitments beyond its strength and light? Is the life of AG & PYM so ordered that it
helps all of us to simplify our lives?
And from Thomas Kelly, A Testimony of Devotion:
“Life is meant to be lived from a Center, a divine Center. Each one of us can live such a
life of amazing power and peace and serenity, of integration and confidence and simplified
multiplicity, on one condition--that is if we really want to...Life from the Center is a life
of unhurried peace and power. It is simple. It is serene. It is amazing. It is triumphant. It
is radiant. It takes no time, but it occupies all our time.”
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AG Concerns:
In reading thru reports and evaluations we found many words describing peoples reaction to AG.
Generally Worship/Sharing and Worship were highly regarded. However other activities or the
work of PYM included the following: Too busy, too many activities, hectic, overwhelming,
chaotic, disorienting, rude, wrangling, narcissistic, too much work-not enough play, not relevant,
burned-out.
So, while our Testimonies, Advices & Queries and Sages give us beautiful examples of how to
live our lives in that centeredness, AG comes up short for some. This subcommittee has
attempted to listen to those concerns and proposed the following changes to the structure of AG.
Importance of nurturing ‘Gathered’ or ‘Covered’ Meetings
The first item this committee came to unity on was the desire for AG to nurture our way of
doing business so there are more opportunities for ‘gathered’ or ‘covered’ meetings. Finding
Unity is a fragile process that requires adequate time for discernment. Business Meeting’s finding
Unity on a far-reaching or timely issue is an important reason we gather together. It’s something
that needs to be demonstrated to our youth and those newer to our form of Business Meeting.
We have recommended a number of ways M&O and the Clerk can reduce the busyness without
removing Business from the AG.
So while the time allocated for Business is less, it is hoped that the quality of the business will be
higher. In addition, some of the Plenary for Business time slots can be handled as ‘Seasoning
Sessions’ which will provide flexible space that can allow AG to move as the Spirit guides us.
Coordinating age related group activities
We recommend limiting adult activities to within the Children’s Program hours so parents don’t
have to choose between participating and parenting. This means Transformative Quakers and
Bible Study sessions are moved into the Children’s Program hours.
We recommend activities the whole family can participate in be placed outside the Children’s
Program hours.
Note: some in JYM are over 18 and legal adults. Most YFs are legal adults. To honor those adults
still in JYM and YF, we have created a new designation, Senior Yearly Meeting (SYM) in lieu of
‘PYM’ or ‘the adults’. This also honors our most senior members.
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We recommend SYM activities be grouped in the morning when JYM and YFs
tend to be asleep. We recommend JYM and YF activities be grouped at night
when SYM tends to be asleep. We recommend inter-generational activities be
planned in late morning, afternoon and early evening when everyone is awake and
can participate.
There is ongoing interest in more inter-generational activities. JYM and SYM
schedules should be synchronized early in the scheduling process for best
interaction. Young Friends need to be brought into SYM thru a mentoring
program.
We recommend the policy of the Children’s Program picking up and delivering
children to parents at meal times be carried forward. This allows parents to not be
late or have to leave their activities early to connect with children.
Mealtimes as community time
Mealtimes are the largest intergenerational gatherings and happen 3 times a day. They
can be used to foster a better sense of ‘being in community’. We recommend meal times
be designated as Community Time and NO business be conducted. No committee
meetings, no interest groups, no affinity groups.
Appropriate activities during meal times are:
 Reading announcements, (saving business meeting time),
 Introduction to Interest Groups or committees
 Skits, line dancing, (reducing length of Family Night)
 Cooperative group games (i.e.: which table can eat in total silence the
longest)
 Oral Quaker history readings.
 Reading of bios of Friends who are named in Memorial Meeting.
 Whatever contributes to a feeling of “inter-generational community” and
still accommodates family together time.
Committee Work
We recommend a designated Committee Time each day so committee work is done in a
timely and focused manner. This will also reduce committees trying to meet during
meals, early in the morning, late at night or miss Worship/Sharing because that is the
only daily time slot for a committee to meet daily.
We recommend creating 2 Worship/Sharing times for more flexibility.
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The members of this subcommittee under the care of PYM M&O are: Tom Yamaguchi,
Strawberry Creek Meeting, Don Bean, Conejo Worship Group, Sandy Kewman, Grass Valley
Meeting, and Carol Mosher, Berkeley Meeting, who is the liaison from M&O.
The Representative Support Subcommittee job is to assist Reps to best represent their Monthly
Meetings by bringing to the Yearly Meeting concerns from the Monthly Meeting and by
reporting back on actions and concerns of the Yearly Meeting, so that the Monthly Meeting is
informed and included in the life of the Yearly Meeting.
We participated in the conference calls of Representatives that were made by Marilee Eusebio,
clerk of PYM in January, 2012. We then called all Reps individually who did not participate in
the conference calls to exchange information on their role as Representatives and to gather
feedback from Meetings and Reps regarding PYM and the Annual Gathering. This is a beginning
effort to facilitate information flow between Meetings and PYM and back again. We spoke with
Reps from 36 of the 37 Monthly Meetings and 12 of 14 Worship Groups. Some Meetings do not
feel connected to PYM. The feedback we received centered on the role and cost of the PYM
Youth Coordinator and concern for the timing of this year’s Annual Gathering as well as the cost
of attending the Annual Gathering. We enjoyed speaking with the Reps and learning about their
Meetings. We look forward to speaking with Reps again before Annual Gathering in conference
and individual calls.
We are presenting the newly revised job description for PYM Representatives for your approval.
PYM is often viewed by Monthly Meetings as an annual gathering only. We look forward to
continuing to aid in spreading the news about all aspects of PYM.
Sandy Kewman on behalf of Representative Support Subcommittee
2/29/2012
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Job Description
REPRESENTATIVE TO THE YEARLY MEETING

Qualifications:
The Representative should be an active participant of the Monthly Meeting, able to
participate in the Annual Session of the Yearly Meeting and Representative Committee
Meeting in March of each year. Familiarity with, or prior attendance at, the Annual
Session is helpful. Access to e-mail is useful.
Job Description:
The representative of the Monthly Meeting attends the Representative Committee
Meeting in March and the Annual Session of the Yearly Meeting bringing concerns from
the Monthly Meeting to the Yearly Meeting and by reporting back on actions and
concerns of the Yearly Meeting, so that the Monthly Meeting is informed and included in
the life of the Yearly Meeting. In order to facilitate continuity and pass along historical
information, it is recommended that each Monthly Meeting appoint one Representative
and one Observer (Faith and Practice, 2001 p. 175) for staggered two -year renewable
terms. The Representative Support Committee members will be responsible for
orienting Reps to the PYM website and relevant documents.
Tasks:
The Representative is expected to:
 Represent the experience, concerns, and needs of the Monthly Meeting at







Pacific Yearly Meeting's Representative Committee Meetings, the Annual
Session and directly to the committees and officers of PYM.
Participate in seasoning and decision-making of the Representative Committee
and the Annual Session.
Carry the business and communications of PYM back to the Monthly Meeting for
its consideration, involvement and action.
Educate the Monthly Meeting on the workings and the purposes of the Yearly
Meeting.
Encourage participation of Monthly Meeting members and attenders at the
Annual Session and help facilitate their attendance by assisting with
transportation and
scholarship needs.
Remain informed about and engaged in the life of both the Monthly Meeting and
the Yearly Meeting.

Expectations and Timelines:
Representatives and Observers are responsible for attending the entire Representative
Committee gathering in March, and Representative Committee Meeting(s) at the Annual
Session (5 days) during the summer. Time during the year must be scheduled to meet
with members of the Monthly Meeting to carry out the information gathering and sharing
activities described above. Travel costs to the Representative for attending
Representative Committee Meetings and Annual Session is reimbursed by the YM.
Suggested Job Description.doc (6/27/10 2:00 PM)
Revised and Approved RepCom 3/4/2012
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Ministry and Oversight Report
Representative Committee 2012
The Ministry and Oversight Committee has met twice since the 2011 Annual Gathering, once in
September, 2011, and again in January, 2012. Each of our regular gatherings takes place over a
Friday evening and full day on Saturday, and we alternate locations between Southern and
Northern California. We will hold our third meeting in Southern California in June, and then will
meet daily during the 2012 Annual Gathering. Our membership includes four members from
Southern California, four from Northern California, one from Mexico City, and the PYM
presiding clerk, ex-officio. Each of our meetings begins with a period of centering worship before
we take up our agenda. At our fall meeting we spent considerable time reviewing the evaluation
information from the Annual Gathering, including the written evaluations, the notes from the
clerks' evaluation meeting, and the worship-sharing evaluations. We worked on refining the job
descriptions of our two new subcommittees (see PYM website job descriptions: Representative
Support, and Experimentation and Implementation) and nominated Friends to those
subcommittees. We noted that members of our committee would be working with both Quarterly
Meetings to have discussions on the future of the Annual Gatherings.
The evaluations showed that many people who attend the Annual Gatherings value the
opportunity for fellowship and deepening their understanding of Quakerism by being among a
wider group of Friends. Opportunities for learning through interest groups, Bible Study, and
Transformative Quakers rank high. Many expressed interest in a keynote speaker. We decided to
forward these evaluations and our general findings to the Experimentation and Implementation
Subcommittee and to provide PYM’s presiding clerk with a list of potential keynote speakers.
John Calvi has accepted the clerk's invitation and will speak with us as well as participating in
interest groups.
We confirmed our assignments as liaisons to our own subcommittees and to PYM's standing
committees. We identified those among us who would work on the Visiting Friend job
description and spent time discerning how we might support Mexico City Monthly Meeting and
the Friend in Residence program at Casa De Los Amigos. Both of these latter conversations were
taken up again at our January Meeting. Clerks of the Experimentation and Implementation
subcommittee, the Representative Support subcommittee, Ministry and Oversight committees of
College Park and Southern California Quarterly Meetings, PYM’s M&O committee, the Youth
Program Coordinator, and the presiding clerk met in mid-January to improve communication
between the Quarters and to review the status of the two subcommittees. We responded to the
queries below and listened to the needs of our various constituent groups.
 How do Quaker gatherings (ex. Annual Gathering, Yearly Meeting, Quarterly
Meeting, committee work) deeply nourish my spirit and what am I hungry for
now?
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 In what ways do Quaker gatherings drain and deplete me (if they do), and how
does that impact my awareness of the Divine working in me and others?
At the January meeting, we heard reports from the Experimentation and Implementation
subcommittee, the Representative Support subcommittee, the Racial Justice subcommittee, and
the Ministry and Leadings subcommittee. All the subcommittees are active and working towards
goals stated in their job descriptions.
The Racial Justice subcommittee is sponsoring a workshop at Ben Lomond Quaker Center, April
20-22, entitled “Partners in Healing: Racial Dynamics Among Friends” (see flyer)
The Representative Support and Experimentation and Implementation subcommittees will make
reports to the Representative Committee in March.
Reviewing the report from the Experimentation and Implementation subcommittee, along with
our own knowledge of the evaluation comments, we worked with presiding clerk Marilee Eusebio
to create a rough draft of the 2012 Annual Gathering Schedule. That work was refined by M&O
members, reviewed by the Experimentation and Implementation subcommittee, and reviewed
again by M&O (see attachment 2.) When a final schedule is adopted, we will be working with the
registrar to ensure that it goes out with the registration form and that people can sign up ahead
for their worship sharing choices. We will also re-institute practices to help orient newcomers,
and will recruit people from our different age groups to lead inter-generational activities. A
session is planned for the 2012 Annual Gathering to update Friends on the work of the
Experimentation/Implementation subcommittee and to listen to one another's visions and
concerns for the future of the Yearly Meeting.
We had heard a concern from Mexico City Monthly Meeting at our fall meeting. Now the
Meeting is thriving, with upwards of 20 attenders each week. The number of members is still
small, but attenders share the work and some are considering membership.
Ministry and Oversight Committee oversees the Fund for Concerns and has made one grant this
fiscal year. (see Faith and Practice, p. 187) This fund is to support leadings of a spiritual nature
or for social concerns. We refined the application process for Fund for Concerns, and discussed
two potential requests. The Casa De Los Amigos no longer provides free housing for their Friend
in Residence program, as their rooms are often needed for their refugee work. We approved up to
3 months per year from the Fund for Concerns, provided the Friend in Residence follows the
application process. In addition, a $100 per person grant can be allocated from the Fund for
Concerns for War Tax Resistors who follow the application process (see attachment 3.) The
Fund for Concerns is a restricted fund, not part of the Yearly Meeting’s general budget, to which
individual Friends and Meetings may make earmarked donations.
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We were asked by the Youth Program Committee to review their time-line and evaluation
process. They are no longer a subcommittee of Ministry and Oversight, but we agree that a
thorough evaluation process should be undertaken. We also agree with the time-line by which
they propose to evaluate and make a recommendation to either continue or lay down the threeyear experiment.
We have begun work on establishing a Visiting Friend program modeled after the Brinton Visitor
program, especially focusing on outreach to our more distant, smaller Meetings.
A job description was approved for the Visiting Friend Support Subcommittee, and a job
description for the Visiting Friend position is underway. We expect to finalize the Visiting Friend
job description at our June meeting and to make an announcement at the Annual Gathering.
The Visiting Friend fund is a restricted fund, not part of the Yearly Meeting’s general budget, to
which Friends and Meetings may make earmarked contributions.
We reviewed a proposal to begin a PYM Bookmobile project which would be a way to bring
books on Quaker topics to the Annual Gathering, since AFSC will no longer be running the book
store. Ministry and Oversight determined that the proposal would be too expensive and complex
for the current resources of the Yearly Meeting, as it would involve the purchase of a used trailer,
part-time paid staff, and a committee to oversee the project. We are hoping that another proposal
will surface, perhaps through Earthlight Magazine, as Friends clearly value the ability to peruse
and purchase books at the Annual Gathering.
Many members of Ministry and Oversight Committee are uncomfortable with carrying out the
responsibility of dealing with the “difficult behavior” that sometimes arises during gatherings of
Friends. In our desire to speak from a place of tenderness and love, we sometimes find ourselves
speaking inarticulately or unable to speak at all. We would like some training in eldering in its
truest sense, being able to more fully speak our truth and more clearly hear the truth of others.
We are hoping to consider such questions as: How can I touch that of God within myself and
really see it in others? How can I be present to another’s pain in way that really helps them? How
can I tell people what I really think in
way that they can hear? We have invited Dorothy Henderson, Head of Woolman Semester and
trainer in Non-violent Communication, and Stephen Matchett, experienced Alternatives to
Violence Project facilitator, to give us a mini-workshop at our June meeting and are hoping that a
version of the workshop will be available as an interest group at the Annual Gathering.
Our June meeting will include the mini-workshop, the Visiting Friend job description, check-ins
from our committee liaisons, and detailed planning of the Annual Gathering.
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As requested by the Representative Committee in 2011, between March and June we will be
interviewing current and past representatives to Quaker organizations to gain an understanding of
the work that these representatives do and to get some idea of the value of that work to these
outside organizations and to the Yearly Meeting. We will consolidate that data and make a
recommendation at the 2012 Annual Gathering.
Respectfully submitted,
Barbara Babin, clerk, Pacific Yearly Meeting Ministry and Oversight Committee
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Fund for Concerns
Application Process
DRAFT 3.22.12
The Ministry and Oversight Committee administers the Fund for Concerns. Its
purpose is to assist members and attenders of Monthly Meetings to follow
individual leadings arising from peace, social order, or spiritual concerns. It is not
intended to underwrite organization or committee projects.
Individuals may apply for funds through their Monthly Meeting, which in turn
applies to the Ministry and Oversight Committee on their behalf. Faith and
Practice, p. 187-188.
Application instructions:
 All applications must be in writing.
 Applications must come through the Monthly Meeting and indicate
approval from the appropriate Monthly Meeting committee.
 Applications should clearly state the amount of funding requested as
well as the amount being contributed by the Monthly Meeting.
 Completed applications will be considered in order received and will
need approval by the full Ministry and Oversight committee.
 Grants will be made depending on available funds.
One request per fiscal year for up to 3 months' housing may be requested by a
Friend who is accepted into the Casa De Los Amigos “Friend in Residence”
program.
Up to $100 per fiscal year per person will be available to help with the interest and
penalty expenses of full-fledged “1040” war tax resisters who are members or
regular attenders of a Monthly Meeting. The Monthly Meeting must indicate
approval and provide matching funds.
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Report to Representative Committee
March 2-4, 2012
Youth Program Coordinator & Supervisory Committee
Pacific Yearly Meeting
After a bit of a slow start and a hard year of developing solid working relationships
among us and of creating a functioning infrastructure, we knew we had faithfully
followed the expected learning curve up to new high ground. In August 2011, the Youth
Program Coordinator Supervisory Committee hired a new Coordinator (YPC) and
moved into the second operative year. Alyssa Nelson replaced Sarah Beutel on August
1, 2011 and has worked closely with the Supervisory Committee to launch an
invigorated phase for the youth program of Pacific Yearly Meeting.
Committee members have particular roles according to their strength and light, and
work hard to support the Coordinator and the Program. This year we are meeting by
conference call every first and third Wednesday and in person twice a year. Kate
Watkins (Santa Monica, SCQM) is our committee clerk and meeting convener. Lanny
Jay (Redwood Forest, PYM M&O) handles our legal and government relations. Mary
Klein (Palo Alto, parent) is our program supervisor, in touch with Alyssa weekly.
Elizabeth Boardman (Davis, CPQM) is our operations supervisor and liaison to PYM;
she also talks with Alyssa often.
Cara Arcuni (Palo Alto) is our Young Adult Friend. Jim Summers (La Jolla) and Steve
Leeds (San Francisco), both past FAPs and teen committee members, are more recent
additions to the committee. The PYM Presiding Clerk (Marilee Euseibo, Davis MM) is
ex-officio and keeps up to date on our work. Teen members who were added mid-term
last year participated but then had to drop out because of work or school. We are
working on filling these slots again and continuing to experiment with ways to effectively
involve younger Friends on committees.
Junior Yearly Meeting members and teens at Quarterly gatherings have mostly been
responsive and enthusiastic about this tangible support from PYM via the Youth
Program Coordinator and our committee. Teens continue to connect more with adult
Friends and each other, to reach out to incoming fellow teens, to identify their own
program goals, and to work through some of the challenges in their own programs. Still
perplexing us all is the problem of transportation to events that do not include cardriving parents; the difficulty in finding weekends and school breaks that work for
enough teens so that an event can become viable; and the challenge of communicating,
organizing, and planning with teens and adults who are geographically spread out and
who often have many other commitments.
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The YPC Committee has updated and refined our program goals and objectives
(attached below), personnel policies, budget and accounting systems, benefits package,
and support and supervision protocols, so that now, after a year and three quarters with
an employee, we have worked out most of the logistical problems.
Completing these administrative tasks has freed us to support the Coordinator more in
the program work. For example, she has conducted a number of visits to Meetings (10
of our 33 Meetings in CA and NV in the course of 7 months, plus a planned visit to San
Diego Meeting the weekend of Representative Committee Meeting), and she has
attended both SCQM and CPQM gatherings. In the near future she intends to spend an
extended period in Southern California. We have heard some calls for more directive
participation from the Coordinator alongside some insistence that the Coordinator not
do for others what they can do for themselves.
Alyssa has aided College Park Quarter to implement more intergenerational
programming and to continue to grow its teen program; Southern California Quarter has
begun to avail itself of the YPC as a resource. Alyssa has served as a resource,
catalyst, interpreter, and networker for multiple committees of the Yearly Meeting and
Quarterly Meetings, including JYM, PYM’s Peace & Social Order, PYM’s Racial Justice
Subcommittee of M&O, PYM’s Electronic Communications Subcommittee of M&O,
CPQM’s M&O, CPQM’s Teen Committee, and SCQM’s Quaker Adventures (teen
program), as well as Quaker Center and Sierra Friends Center. In January, Alyssa
participated in a visioning meeting about the structure of PYM and the Annual Gathering
with the Presiding Clerk and committee clerks of M&O, Experimentation and
Implementation Subcommittee, Representatives Support Subcommittee, and the
Quarterly M&O/M&C’s of SCQM and CPQM.
Our committee and Alyssa regularly document the program’s outputs and evolution
through staff reports, meeting notes, memos, epistles, and publications. Alyssa regularly
submits to Western Friend’s “Youth Program Corner” and sends out a quarterly epistle.
Led by Mary Klein, our committee interviewed teens, young adults, and older adults and
wrote an article that is slated to come out in Friends Journal’s “Membership and the
Generation Gap” themed issue in April.
With much help from Don Bean (Conejo Valley, PYM Electronic Communications),
Alyssa has been working to develop a youth program section on the PYM website. So
far it is mostly a compilation of documents, and just recently she and Don added the
beginnings of an events calendar. Already on that calendar are the upcoming teen
retreat in Palo Alto (March 23-25); a workshop for adults called "Being an Ally to Youth
as a Friendly Adult Presence (FAP) and Beyond" in Palo Alto (March 24, to be repeated
in Southern California); and a workshop for youth and adults on "Seeking Spirit All
Together: Intergenerational Faith, Fun & Fellowship" at Quaker Center (August 10-12).
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We are hoping that with Alyssa’s support the SCQM Quaker Adventures program will
organize an overnight for the otherwise 1-day Spring Quarter at Inland Valley Meeting
on April 28th. We are seeking suggestions for a date and location for the Southern
California FAP/Adult Ally Workshop.
As the program begins to grow and evolve, we are also obligated to reflect on its
successes and limitations, and to plan for a comprehensive evaluation and discernment
process about the program’s future. Thus, we are bringing a proposal to Representative
Committee about the timeline of the YPC “Experiment.” Clarity about the end-date is
necessary for financial, programmatic, and administrative reasons, as well as good
order. Although the YPC position was approved at Annual Gathering in 2009 and
although the budget year started on October 1, 2009, we had no employee or program
expenses and no programming until April 1, 2010. So this “three year experiment” might
be said to end on March 31, 2013.
However, that would be an awkward end-date, as the YPC would at that time be deeply
involved in setting up the program for the 2013 Annual Gathering. If the Coordinator
position or Youth Program is to be revamped or even laid down, it would make sense to
do so after the Annual Gathering in 2013. Transition or wind-up activities would take a
few weeks.
Therefore, the Youth Program Coordinator Supervisory Committee recommends
that the end of Fiscal Year 2012-2013 (September 30, 2013) be the end date for
this “experiment.” We have discussed this with Ministry and Oversight, which
has minuted its support. We have also asked Finance Committee to consider this
recommendation.
The YPC Supervisory Committee does a performance and program evaluation in the
spring, including a survey of stakeholders: teens, parents, Quarterly teen committee
adults, PYM officers, and others. We will also be sending a letter and queries to Monthly
Meetings to consider as part of the evaluation process. Meeting Representatives:
please be on the lookout for the forthcoming letter and encourage your Meetings
to consider it and respond in a timely manner. We have begun to talk with PYM’s
M&O and Finance Committees about how they will share the task of assessing whether
and how the Youth Program and/or Coordinator position should be continued.
Meanwhile, we are eager to remind Friends that the Coordinator’s task is not to provide
everything our young people might need, but to coordinate and expand the resources
we all have to offer. So please let her know what you and your Meeting need and also
what you have to share.
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Most Meetings and Worship Groups in CA and NV now have a specific contact person
for the Youth Program, referred to as the Custodian of the Book (that book being Build
It! A Toolkit for Nurturing Intergenerational Spiritual Community, a resource manual from
FGC that we have been distributing). Be sure you know who your “Custodian” is or help
find a Friend to fill an empty slot (see attached list, below). Encourage that person to
connect actively with the Coordinator, the Supervisory Committee, and other
Custodians of the Book / Liaisons.
Invite Alyssa to come and see you. Tell her what you need. Expressing your concerns,
your suggestions, and your enthusiasm will support and nurture this program, Alyssa,
and all of us on the supervisory committee as we move into fully fledging this program in
2012 and 2013.
Prepared by the Youth Program Coordinator and Supervisory Committee, and
presented to Representative Committee by Jim Summers (La Jolla), Steve Leeds (San
Francisco), and Alyssa Nelson (YPC).
Alyssa’s contact info is pym.youthcoordinator@gmail.com, 530-563-6369.
YPC Supervisory Committee’s PYM Liaison is Elizabeth Boardman,
eboardman@sbcglobal.net, 530-759-1980.

Attachment 1: Goals and Objectives
http://www.pacificyearlymeeting.org/2011/pym-docs/ypc-goals-objectives-rev-12-7-11/
Pacific Yearly Meeting Youth Program Coordinator & Supervisory Committee
Goals & Objectives – revised and approved, 7 December 2011
PYM’s Youth Program Coordinator (YPC) and the YPC Supervisory Committee work
together with youth and adult Friends throughout PYM to fulfill the following goals and
objectives:


Goal 1: Provide opportunities for PYM teens to grow in faith and fellowship.
o Objective 1A: The YPC will facilitate strong attendance by teens at regular
gatherings in PYM by publicizing those gatherings among teens and by
supporting teens in obtaining transportation and sponsorships; Year One
attendance goals:
o
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20-30 teens at PYM, 8-12 teens at SCQM, and 15-20 teens at CPQM. In Years 2
and 3, participation will increase by 10% each year by adding new attendees and
retaining existing ones.
o Objective 1B: Each year, the YPC will organize one or two additional teencentered gatherings, 10-20 teens per gathering, with teens from both quarters
participating each year.
o Objective 1C: For each of the gatherings described above, the YPC will
support teens in planning and facilitating sessions that explore Quaker faith
and practice, which might include sessions of service.
o Objective 1D: For each yearly and quarterly gathering, the YPC will help the
planning committees of the gatherings design plenary sessions with
sensitivity to the needs and interests of teens, and will encourage active
participation by teens in those plenary sessions.
Goal 2: Provide opportunities for PYM young adults to grow in faith and
fellowship. (Note: This goal has been temporarily de-emphasized in order to focus
more effort on the other Goals at first, although some work is continuing in this area.)
o Objective 2A: In Years One and Two, the YPC will visit 1-2 Monthly Meetings
or Worship Groups per month and will conduct one-to-one conversations with
2-4 young adults during at least half of those visits or through phone,
Facebook, etc.; through those conversations, the YPC will determine the
types of events, activities and programs that young adults would like PYM to
support, as well as the procedures by which young adults would like to
develop those events, activities, and programs.
o Objective 2B: Each year, the YPC will support young adults in planning and
implementing at least one of the events, activities, or programs identified
above.
o Objective 2C: Each year, the YPC will facilitate strong attendance by young
adults at regular gatherings in PYM by publicizing those gatherings among
young adults, resulting in 10-15 young adults engaged in the Young Friends
community at PYM gatherings each year.


Goal 3: Provide opportunities for adults in PYM – as individuals, committees,
and whole Meetings – to grow in their abilities to support youth effectively and
to develop corporate practices for doing so.
o Objective 3A: Each year, the YPC will organize two day-long workshops for
Friendly Adult Presences (FAPs), 6-10 participants per workshop, with adults
and teens from both quarters participating.
o Objective 3B: Each year, the YPC will visit 1-2 Monthly Meetings or Worship
Groups per month and will conduct 5-10 one-to-one conversations with youth
and adults in each of those meetings;
o
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in those conversations the YPC will identify successes and challenges that each
Meeting experiences in supporting its youth, and will explore potential solutions
to any problems.
o Objective 3C: Each year, the YPC will facilitate worship-sharing sessions or
small-group discussions in at least six Monthly Meetings in which 4-6 adults
reflect on their successes and challenges in supporting youth effectively and
explore potential solutions to problems. In at least half of those sessions, 4-6
youth will also participate.


Goal 4: Provide opportunities for youth and adults in PYM to develop a spirit
of mutual learning while seeking unity around matters of faith and practice.
o Objective 4A: Each year, the YPC will aid the planning committees of
quarterly gatherings to plan and implement at least one intergenerational
activity at each gathering.
o Objective 4B: Each year, the YPC will facilitate conversations at quarterly and
yearly gatherings – including one-on-one and small-group discussions
between youth and adults – that provide youth with opportunities to
participate in decisions about their readiness to “graduate into” and “graduate
out of” the teen programs (including JYM). The number of these
conversations will vary according to the number of “transitional” youth each
year.
o Objective 4C: Each year, the YPC will facilitate strong attendance by PYM
teens and adults at one weekend-long seminar/workshop on an issue
relevant to both teens and adults, with participants drawn from both Quarters,
with 6-10 teens and 6-10 adults and young adults participating.



Goal 5: Develop systems of communication with youth and Monthly Meetings
of PYM.
o Objective 5A: The YPC will develop and maintain a communications database
of PYM teens, Young Friends, and adult contact-persons for the PYM Youth
Program in each Meeting; the YPC will also develop and maintain a Youth
Program Facebook page and webpage.
o Objective 5B: The YPC will create and manage a database of Quaker-related
programs and opportunities that would be of interest to teens and young
Friends in PYM Meetings and Worship Groups.
o Objective 5C: The YPC will regularly post Quaker-related events and
opportunities that would be of interest to teens and young friends on the
Youth Program Facebook page and webpage (including events of FGC,
Pendle Hill, and Young Friends Gatherings, etc.);
o
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the YPC will re-post each event announcement one month, two weeks, and two
days before each event.
o Objective 5D: The YPC, in cooperation with the YPC Supervisory Committee,
will send out quarterly epistles (by the first of December, March, June, and
September) to all Meetings of Pacific Yearly Meeting.
o Objective 5E: The YPC and Supervisory Committee will publish short articles
at least 4 times per year in other relevant venues, such as Western Friend or
Friends Journal.


Goal 6: Develop and maintain administrative systems to support the work of
the YPC, the YPC Supervisory Committee, and the Youth Program.
o Objective 6A: The YPC will produce an on-going written record of issues and
activities of the Youth Program by:


submitting staff reports to the YPC Supervisory Committee on a weekly
or bi-weekly basis;



taking notes of meetings of the YPC Supervisory Committee
and circulating those among committee members and the PYM
Presiding Clerk;



maintaining the program website and e-communications (including file
storage and sharing), and providing communications technical support
to the YPC Supervisory Committee.

o Objective 6B: The YPC will communicate as needed (via conference calls, inperson meetings, emails, memos, reports, etc.) with pertinent PYM entities
(including the YPC Supervisory Committee, YPC Support Committee, PYM
Treasurer, PYM Presiding Clerk, PYM M&O, JYM Adult Committee and Teen
Clerks, Quarterly Meeting M&Os and teen programs, etc.) to resolve
administrative and logistical details in the planning of YPC-supported events
and programs.
o Objective 6C: In conjunction with the designated Supervisor and
the Treasurer, the YPC will co-create, co-manage, and refine employment
administration systems for the YPC position (including benefits, payroll,
policies, and procedures).
o Objective 6D: The YPC will keep financial records of purchases, will track
program spending against program budget, and will provide expense reports
to the designated Supervisor and Treasurer.
o Objective 6E: Each year, the YPC Supervisory Committee will evaluate
the work of the YPC, the YPC Supervisory Committee, and the
Youth Program; will produce an evaluation summary report; and will circulate
the report throughout PYM.
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Attachment 2:
“CUSTODIANS OF THE BOOK”
(List as of 24 February 2012)
Monthly Meetings (33): *
• Appleseed - ?
• Berkeley – Dennis Thalson
• Central Coast - ?
• Chico – Eric Anderson
• Claremont – Karen Vance
• Davis – Nan Rowan
• Delta – Judy Bunting
• Fresno – Renée Godinez
• Grass Valley – Amy Cooke
• Humboldt – Jan Turner
• Inland Valley – Sue Scott
• La Jolla – Jim Summers
• Live Oak – Jeff Richman
• Marin – Marsha Holmquist
• Marloma Long Beach – ?
• Mendocino - ?
• Monterey Peninsula - ?
• Napa Sonoma – Joe Wilcox
• Orange County – John Sisson
• Orange Grove – Sarah Rose HouseLightner
• Palo Alto – Mary Klein
• Redding – Doug Milhous
• Redwood Forest – Barbara Babin
• Reno – Beth McCleary
• Sacramento – Muriel Strand
• San Diego – George Gastil
• San Francisco – Beth Bird
• San Jose – Jeff Kroeber
• Santa Barbara – Nancy Lynch
• Santa Cruz – Bill Visher
• Santa Monica – Kate Watkins
• Strawberry Creek – Josh Gallup
• Visalia – Kristin Beasley

Worship Groups (10):
• Conejo Valley – Don Bean
• Friends House – Connie McCracken
• Lake County – Barbara Christwitz
• Las Vegas – Jennifer Carr
• Modesto - ?
• Oakland - ?
• Ojai - ?
• Southern Humboldt - ?
• Ukiah – Susan Baird Kanaan
• Whitleaf - ?
Committees of PYM:
• JYM – Steve Leeds (San Francisco)
• Ministry & Oversight – Lanny Jay
(Redwood Forest)
• Peace & Social Order – Mary Garman
(San Jose)
• Racial Justice-M&O Subcommittee –
Jim Summers (La Jolla)
• Religious Ed for Children – Bill Visher
(Santa Cruz)
• Unity with Nature - ?
• Young Friends - ?
Quarters and Organizations:
• CPQM M&O – Elizabeth Boardman
(Davis)
• CPQM Teen Committee – Jim Anderson
(Chico)
• Quaker Center – Kathy Runyan
• SCQM M&C - ?
• SCQM Teen “Quaker Adventures” - ?
• Woolman / Sierra Friends Center /
CPFEA – Vanessa Teran, Dorothy
Henderson

Others Involved: the Youth Program Coordinator & Supervisory Committee: Cara Arcuni (Palo Alto), Elizabeth
Boardman (Davis), Lanny Jay (Redwood Forest), Mary Klein (Palo Alto), Steve Leeds (San Francisco), Alyssa
Nelson (Davis), Jim Summers (La Jolla), Kate Watkins (Santa Monica)
Note: Italics = SCQM; Non-italics = CPQM; Hawaii, Mexico, and Guatemala are initially
excluded during the Youth Program Pilot Period, but are welcome to join in the fun.
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Unity With Nature Committee
Report to RepCom 2012
	
  
Greetings from all of us on the Unity With Nature Committee. We are 8 loyal and stalwart “Earthcarers”
(We sadly lost our dear Friend Sandra Lewis of Strawberry Creek): Susan Swanstrom from Redwood Forest,
Nathan Helm-Burger from Grass Valley, Muriel Strand from Sacramento, Steve Harris from Palo Alto, Joe
Morris from Santa Monica, Oliver Ryder from La Jolla, and Maia Wolff from Central Coast who is co-clerk
along with myself, Renie Wong Lindley, from Honolulu. A far-flung group! It almost sounds like you could
make a verse for “This Land is Your Land” from the various homelands represented.
I wish to take a moment for each of us to think of our own homeland, because, even though we may feel we
are immigrants, even though many of us have traveled far from our birthplace, or the birthplace of our
ancestors, we take up the land we live in now, to cherish, to be fully aware of its inherent vitality. You
belong to a place—it doesn’t belong to you. Be a part of it and acknowledge its beauty. Don’t try to add the
negative, such as what humans have done to it. At least not in this moment of silence…… Bring that piece of
nature with you; even just a token, or a memory, and let it stand beside you and enrich you as you listen to
the report, or even perhaps as you go about your day.
Unity With Nature committee has a commitment to you. We are charged with the duty of acting on your
behalf on spiritual concerns as related to the care of the earth. We understand that this means, in part, that we
support you and your Meeting community and our PYM community in efforts to live simply and sustainably.
And we endeavor to be “patterns and examples” of living in right relationship with the earth. In 2007 PYM
approved a Global Climate Crisis Minute. From that year on, Unity With Nature committee has taken to
heart its responsibilities to you and has become a very active committee in the following ways:
Working with PYM Gathering staff to make knowledgeable food and transportation choices available to
participants
Being a resource to encourage each other on ways to reduce our contribution to global warming
Developing contacts and networking among individual meetings
Engaging in discernment for a Testimony of Sustainability
2011 was Joe Morris’ last year as clerk of Unity With Nature. During that year the committee accomplished
the following projects:
1. Developed, offered and presented “mini-grants” after the model of Quaker Earthcare Witness. Six
Meetings applied with a number of projects; three were selected, and their reports follow.
Casa de los Amigos (Nicholas Wright) received $350 from the Mini-grant fund and spent $355 of their own
money. Their project was to purchase a new washing machine which would have ultra-low water and
electricity usage. They had trouble immediately with the Whirlpool model they had chosen. The first one was
defective and was replaced. But apparently the model is very sensitive to small changes in voltage and
impossible to fix. Some major changes such as a transformer blowing up a block from them have resulted in
further problems. They are currently trying to get Whirlpool to exchange the machine. But lessons were
learned, and in the meantime their overall goal of lowering water use and making their choices visible to the
community are successful first steps.
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Live Oak Friends Meeting (Robin Keeler) received $200 from the Mini-grant fund. They coordinated with
Oasis Charter School (where they have Meetings for Worship) to build a raised bed for growing vegetables
on school property. Live Oak Friends donated and brought in topsoil to fill the bed. Both Oasis School and
Live Oak Friends were pleased to be funded by Unity With Nature for this project.
Redwood Forest Friends Meeting (Susan Swanstrom) received $350 from the Mini-grant fund to start a
rain catchment system. The project has not yet begun. Redwood Forest has created a committee to look into
expanding the project to include more work on their irrigation system.
2. Proposed a “Sustainability Coordinator” at the 2011 RepCom. The idea was originally inspired by Kate
Carpenter and Maia Wolff’s work at “greening PYM” and would have meant there would be a “point
person” rather than a committee doing the job of coordinating sustainability concerns with the arrangement
clerks. Although there were too many questions and not enough time for discernment to allow unity on the
proposal, the UWN Committee continued to keep awareness of sustainability and simplicity in the forefront
of our work on those issues. To that end:
3. Susan Swanstrom, Kate Carpenter and Maia Wolff worked on sustainability for the 2011 PYM Gathering,
such as food, energy use, dishware, biking and ridesharing.
4. UWN led Interest Groups at PYM;
“Quaker Values and the Good Food Fight” (Maia Wolff and Kate Carpenter) discussed the agribusiness food
system and how chemicals, mechanization and fossil fuels are pitted against small farmers and indigenous
people.
“Toward a Testimony of Sustainability (or, Earthcare Testimony)” (Sandra Lewis and Joe Morris) turned out
to be a threshing on what makes a testimony. Is it to be a “beacon” which we strive to become, or a
“floodlight” in which we are witnessing our testimony here and now?
“A Friends’ Dialogue on Nuclear Power” (Joe Morris and Anthony Manousos) introduced the proposed
minute in an evening conversation.
5. Brought the proposed minute on Nuclear Power to the PYM plenary July 28, 2011. The PYM clerk did not
test for unity since there was not adequate time to address the proposal and accepted it instead as a report.
This year, 2012, we are co-clerked by Maia Wolff and myself, Renie Wong Lindley. We started the new
organization with an enriching, inspiring retreat last October in Susan Swanstrom’s idyllic new home in the
redwoods of Forestville, on a hilltop above the Russian River. At the retreat we contemplated “glimpses” or
transformative moments with nature, and asked ourselves what our visions are for our committee’s work.
Then we consolidated them into specific actions:
1. Work with Friends Journal and Western Friend to offer articles or tidbits on the spiritual foundations of
Earthcare, and interviews of personal stories of Friends’ mystical experiences, or success at a particular
earthcare endeavor.
2. Expand Mini-grant program by increased fundraising activities during PYM Gathering.
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3. Coordinate with PYM Arrangement Clerk(s) to get Transportation Calculations and Food Choices on the
registration forms.
4. Re-invigorate the UWN Contacts in Meetings, start a listserve (to talk about Earthcare subjects). Write a
letter to all Meetings offering information resources and committee member visits on the following topic:
“Our fossil fuel (including nuclear) ‘addiction’; what is our ideal and sustainable future?”
This year we will again try to bring awareness of how food and transportation choices affect the environment
to PYM, through adding material to the registration form and through our posters and fliers. We will again
offer Interest Groups, one on Food Choices and one to follow up with the letter we sent out, on What is our
Ideal and Sustainable Future? Our table at the Gathering will be expanded to include ceramics, canned
goods, photos and poems as posters and cards. This is to fundraise for the next round of Mini-grants.
We continue to hold the Testimony of Sustainability as a beacon and wish to make our PYM community
more aware of energy consumption, more aware of the man-made events and choices that have caused
contamination to the soil, caused degraded living conditions for all creatures, and poverty and war to many
who cannot even sustain one more atrocity. This is a tall order with many necessary tiny but timely steps in
between.
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Peace and Social Order Committee Report
to RepCom, February 2012
Jeff Kroeber, clerk
Monthly conference calls:
We meet monthly by conference call to move our work forward.
The calls also have included the PYM Youth Coordinator, and
folks from Friends Committee on Legislation (California), the
Latin American Concerns Committee, and AFSC. These calls
feature active development of ideas, and assist in maintaining our
committee’s “institutional memory.”
Minute on Torture brought forward at PYM Annual Session in July, 2011 at
Claremont
Minute was approved and sent by PYM Clerk to the editor of the New York
Times
Interest groups at Yearly Meeting:
2011:
the committee sponsored three interest groups at Annual Meeting at
Claremont:
(1)
undocumented students
(2)
Friends and the Interfaith Peace Movement
(3)
Ending Homelessness
2012:
the committee is bringing forward three proposed interest groups
and an affinity group for Annual Meeting at Walker Creek Ranch:
(1)
Friends Peace Teams
(2)
Affordable housing and homelessness
(3)
undocumented students (co= sponsored with Latin American
Concerns committee)
affinity group;
Prison ministry
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Peace and Social Order Committee
Report to RepCom, February 2012
(continued)
Coordination with Youth Program Coordinator:
An informal lunch between several young Friends and some of us
at Claremont in July 2011 has led to a continuing discussion about
how to involve all age groups together in Quaker witness,
and opening up active dialogue between age groups.
At the initiative of the Clerk and the Youth Program Coordinator,
the committee worked closely together with Alyssa Nelson,
PYM Youth Program Coordinator this year
ideas are fermenting in the committee for “hearing a vision
involving young people in peace and social action activity”.
The committee has a continuing interest in reaching out to
Junior Yearly Meeting and Young Friends.
The youth coordinator’s vision is: “pulling together a working group
comprised of at least one key person from P&SO, AFSC, FCLCA,
JYM, Quaker Camps, and possibly at- large interested Friends.”
We are inspired to continue our work bringing young and mature Friends
into dialogue and active partnership.
SCQM panel: “Quaker Outreach and Action” November 2011
Three P&SO members, Anthony Manousos, Lucia Van Diepen and Jeff Kroeber
presented on a panel discussion on Quaker outreach and witness.
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Latin American Concerns Committee
Report to the March, 2012
Representative Committee of Pacific Yearly Meeting
The Latin American Concerns Committee (LACC) continues to work to accomplish our original
mission of increasing awareness among members of Pacific Yearly Meeting, and the larger Quaker
community, about our monthly meetings and worships groups in Latin America and about the projects in
Latin America related to our meetings. In addition, we are concerned about the issues of migration and
immigration, including conditions that lead to migration and the experiences of migrants along their
journey and in the United States.
The committee met twice this year, by conference call in September and in person in December.
We had an opportunity to hear full and encouraging updates on all of our related projects at the
December meeting, which was attended by almost all our members including Jill Anderson from
Mexico City and Margaret Bean from the Guatemala meeting. A question about how the participants in
the service projects learn about Quaker values led to discussion of sharing the Spanish version of
advices and queries (Consejos y Preguntas) and Faith and Practice (Fe y Práctica) that was translated by
the Mexico City Meeting. (LACC and Ministry and Oversight Committee are considering options for
financial support for the distribution of copies of these resources.)
Our web page at www. LatinAmerica.PacificYearlyMeeting.org carries information on these
meetings and projects, as well as general information on Quakerism and contact information for other
unprogrammed Friends in Latin America. We are in the process of establishing a blog to provide more
current information on events and resources.
An e-mail was sent to PYM meetings in 2011 asking whether they were involved in any projects
with immigrants; responses indicated that very few meetings had formal projects but a number had
individual members who were involved in immigrant-related activities.
LACC will be supporting Miguel Angel, the director of the Guatemalan Scholarship Program
(Progresa), to attend the PYM Annual Gathering in August so that he can share information about the
program. (Progresa, under the care of the Guatemala Monthly Meeting with active involvement of the
Redwood Forest Meeting, provides scholarships for secondary school and college for youth from poor,
primarily indigenous Mayan families.) We have requested time for him to speak briefly at a plenary
session, as well as at an interest group, and will try to arrange times with JYM and other groups. In
addition, because of our concern about immigration issues, LACC has agreed to cosponsor, with the
Peace and Social Order Committee, an Interest Group on Sacramento Meeting’s Undocumented Student
Program.
We encourage Friends to check out the web page, especially if you will be traveling and would
like to visit any of the projects or meetings or worship groups in Latin America. We also invite your
comments on how the committee can be helpful to your meeting.

-‐ Dottie Vura-Weis, Clerk, Latin American Concerns Committee
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Report of Discipline Committee
to PYM RepCom Third Month 3, 2012
Discipline Committee met November 11- 12 in Palo Alto, with five members present.
The committee considered whether there was a need for revision of Faith and Practice,
concluding that, while there are number of areas that need updating, and a few areas
that need corrections, there does not appear to be a need to begin a full revision at this
time.
We again re-examined the question of whether Pacific Yearly Meeting recognizes an
earthcare testimony. While the recognition of the importance of many aspects of
caring for the earth seems to be expanding among Friends in Pacific Yearly Meeting,
the widespread practice of this was yet not clear enough to the committee at this time.
Following a question from a member of a meeting last year, the committee agreed that
revisions to the section of Faith and Practice on minutes are needed. Our interest
group on “Writing Minutes with History in Mind” at the 2011 PYM helped to begin
our work on this and, at the request of the PYM Clerk, we repeated this workshop at
this RepCom. Both sessions generated lively interest, and some requests that we
develop a separate booklet on this. The committee will consider this further.
Discipline Committee spent much of its time considering a request on the revision of
the Advices and Queries, including issues of possible changes of person, of moving
away from queries that have simple yes/no answers, of separating again the Advices
and Queries, and of developing a separate booklet on the Advices and Queries. We
considered how we might bring these questions to the membership of PYM.
The committee will ask for one interest group at the 2012 PYM, focusing on the
Advices and Queries. The committee will be seeking feedback on whether Friends are
happy with the PYM Advices and Queries as they are, whether they use Advices and
Queries from other yearly meetings, or whether they feel various revisions would help
us in our worship.
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Report of Discipline Committee
to PYM RepCom Third Month 3, 2012
(continued)

Following the November meeting the committee was informed by AFSC Los Angeles
that there was considerable urgency in finding a new home and seller for the existing
60 boxes of the 2001 Faith and Practice (20 copies per box). The northern California
Pacific Mountain Region of AFSC has agreed to be the seller for the College Park
Quarterly region, and received shipment of 32 boxes of Faith and Practice on January
18, 2012. Southern California AFSC still had 477 copies of F&P and will continue to
sell these until their bookstore closes later in the year. We presume that the price will
continue to be $5 per book. It appears likely that Southern California Quarterly
Meeting will take the remainder of the books. Per a minute of this RepCom, the
Clerks of M&O and Discipline Committees will work together to ensure that the
remainder of the books are safely moved from Southern California AFSC by end of
summer and made available to Friends.
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JYM 2012 RepCom Notes
Introduction Rose: At this 2012 RepCom, all but one of the JYM M&O members, all
clerks including M&O clerk, four Adult Committee members, and the Youth
Coordinator were present. We addressed concerns of last year, deciding what to keep
and what we could do without.
Community Expectations/Values: Rose
• Shift to Community Values
• SPICE for community Values (not posted on wall)
• Hold each other in the community to the values, not just for the parents/FAPs
Support Groups: Augie
• Smaller support groups more often
• Support groups scheduled before and after emotional events
• JYM leadership, Young Friends, and Adult Committee Members be apart of the
5--7 person support groups
Intergenerational Activities: Clare
• Plan intergenerational activity: Chat Boxes
• SYM worship sharing/transformative Quakers intergenerational activities
• Invite SYM to JYM’s Business Meeting (JYM: Power Walk)
Service Project: Emma
• Maybe same as last time at Walker Creek
• Collaborate w/ Peace and Social Order Committee for service project
• Community garden project
Business Meeting:
• Invite SYM
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JYM 2012 RepCom Notes (continued)
FAPs: Tommy
• Clarity of what FAPs do/are wanted to do: tell them at business meeting so no
confusion or blame
• More check--ins with parents/sponsors to relieve some of the pressure off FAPs
• Possible FAPs: Jim & Winnie, Brylie, Robyn Robbins, Heather Howard, Mia,
Vahe S. (Orange Grove), Sue Scott (Inland Valley), Vanessa Tehran (Woolman
Semester), Jim Anderson, Michael Eastwood
• SYM Suggestions?
Respectful Relationships: Alyssa & Clare
• Women’s/Men’s group before and after long respectful relationships activity
• Earlier (right after dinner) for respectful relationships
• Keep big block for respectful relationships and have smaller blocks throughout
week for different themed activity multiple times
• Subcommittee for respectful relationships with Young Friends, JYM, and Adult
representatives (Alyssa, Rose McKenzie, Nora?)
• Parental Consent Forms (along with registration forms)
Dance: Tommy, Lee, & Grady
• Run by JYM, mentored and helped by Young Friends
• “Dance of Decades” Playlist
• Send out notification in Daily Miracle/registrar: to bring ipods, cds, mp3s if you
want particular songs played at the dance for less of a feeling of only JYM dance
Committees: Emma
Dance: Clare, Tommy, Grady, and Lee as a liaison
FAP: Alyssa, Rose M, Sarah Bottom, and Tommy
Service: Jim?, Emma, Clare, and Stephen
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